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Magaziner Continues

Office of Student Conduct

Health Care Crusade

Temporarily Reorganized
Donahue Names Tortorello to Replace Minor

By Angeli Airan
HOYA

Staff Writer

Ira Magaziner, senior advisor to the president on policy
development and Clinton’s “Health Care Czar,” said
although health care reformers agree on universal coverage, debate surrounds details of the bill.
“Among people serious about reform, there are different points of view on what that reform should be, and these

By Francine Friedman
HOYA Staff Writer

The Office of Student Conduct has undergone temporary
restructuring with Frank Tortorello becoming acting director
of student conduct and off-campus affairs, a position vacated
by Laura Minor’s recent resignation.

points of view are often held with a theological fervor,”

#

Three-Day Forecast

Magaziner said to an audience of approximately 150
students and visitors in Healy Wednesday.
Magaziner said many Republicans thought the
President’s plan was a good starting point. “Even Senator
Dole said the issue of universal coverage was non-negotiable and had to be there — though he disagreed on how
we should get there,” Magaziner said.
While agreeing with the need for universal coverage,
many Democrats called for a more competition-oriented
bill where private doctors and businesses could treat
patience with little government intervention, Magaziner
said.
Magaziner said private interest groups also saw the
need for a plan with universal coverage but many could
not agree on specifics.
:
“There are some who believe very strongly in a Canadian-type medical system, some who believe in a managed competition system and then there’s about three
_ different varieties in between,” Magaziner said.
Magaziner said while proponents of the bill attempt to
come to a compromise, those who are opposed to health
care reform gain momentum and lobby for public support.
“There are some large powerful forces that make a lot
of money with the present system, and they will fight to
protect the money they make and keep the current system
in place,” Magaziner said.
Magaziner said opponents of Clinton’s legislation spent
$300 million in advertising, direct mail campaigns and
lobbying campaigns to influence congressmen and the
public.
“Around the end of May, there was a marked shift in
Republican response to health care issues which may have
sparked large-scale opposition in Congress, not just in
health care, but in issues like crime,” Magaziner said.
Magaziner said public opinion polls on the health care
plan are still largely favorable. He said dissatisfaction
may be with the presidency rather than proposed health
care legislation.
“Inthe most recent poll ‘The Clinton Plan’ was opposed
[by approximately 60 percent of respondents],” Magaziner
said. In the same poll, the plan was described without
being labeled as the Clinton plan and approximately 65
percent of the respondents were in favor of it.
Large scale public support of Clinton’s health care
proposal is due in part to the many problems people have
with the medical care system, Magaziner said.
“The president is looking at problems that presidents
over the past 60 years have tried to solve, including
Roosevelt, Truman, Nixon, Kennedy, Johnson and Carter,

On
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Ira Magaziner, President Clinton’s ‘Health Care Czar’.
who

all proposed

Magaziner said.

comprehensive

health care plans,”

j

These problems include high health care costs that
continue to rise. Magaziner said high health care costs
result in lower income families being unable to afford
medical care.
“Now, 14.5 percent of the total national income is spent
onhealth care and the nexthighest country spends only 9.5
percent. The Congressional budget office predicts that’s
going to go upto 20 percentin the nextdecade,” Magaziner
said.
:
Another problem with the current health care system is
expensive insurance. According to Magaziner, about 80
million families require insurance for “pre-existing medical conditions.”
“Families needing insurance for ‘pre-existing’ conditions have to pay three to four times as much as someone
who had no such previous history of medical problems,”
Magaziner said.
Magaziner said employees of small businesses must
pay on an average 35 percent more for insurance premi-

ums than those working for big companies.
These problems with medical care were the motivation
for Clinton to tackle the problem, “even though most
political pundits in Washington said it was an issue to stay
away from because it was too difficult,” Magaziner said.
Legislators committed to the health care plan are trying
to come to a compromise to see the bill pass successfully
through Congress, Magaziner said.
The speech was sponsored by the Georgetown University Lecture Fund.
:

Monday,

Dean

of Students James

A. Donahue

ap-

pointed Tortorello to replace Minor, and Mary Hogan, coordinator of student judicial services, was appointed to replace
Tortorello as acting assistant director of student conduct.
Minor resigned effective Nov. 4 to take a position with the
federal government.
Donahue has not named a replacement for Hogan’s previous position. Instead, Hogan and Tortorello will temporarily
share her previous responsibilities.
Donahue said the Office of Student Affairs will conduct a
national search for a new director to fill the position by June
1995.
Minor said the reorganization is “very temporary. We have
not begun to think beyond the immediate changes that need to
be made, but anytime an incumbent leaves, it provides the
opportunity to rethink the structure,” Minor said.
“The current situation provides us with the opportunity to
decide how to most efficiently run the office,” Hogan said.
Donahue, Minor, Tortorello and Hogan all said they felt the
office would be able to continue functioning smoothly although a replacement will not be named for Hogan’s previous
position.
“I am very confident that the new structure will operate
effectively through the transition,” Hogan said. “We’ll be able
to take on the responsibilities of the office.”
Neither Hogan nor Tortorello view this change as detrimental. “There have not been as many hearings [this year] as in the
past, so hopefully the role of the coordinator can be decreased,” Hogan said.
“It has been the trend for people to come in and take
responsibility. I think it’s real encouraging,” Tortorello said.
As director of student conduct, Tortorello would be responsible for managing and supervising the Office of Student
Conduct and Off-Campus Affairs. He will also replace Minor as
a member of the Disciplinary Review Cominittee.
“I'm very excited,” Tortorello said. “It is a lot of work and
a big challenge, but I'm ready for it. I'm looking forward to
building new relationships and continuing some old ones on
a different note.”
Tortorello was recommended for the position by Minor
who said she had full confidence in his abilities. “He’s done
every job here except director,” she said. “He’s been in the
system for six years and he has a wealth of knowledge of every
aspect of the system. He seems like the natural choice,” she
added.
Tortorello graduated from Georgetown in 1990 with a B.A.
in philosophy. During the 1988-89 school year, Tortorello
served as a member of the adjudication hearing board. The
following year he served as student co-director of adjudication and conduct.

Keith Baron/The HOYA

Frank Tortorello was appointed acting director of student
conduct by Dean of Students James Donahue Monday.
From July 1990 through July 1993 he served as coordinator
of off-campus student conduct at Georgetown. From January
1993 until July 1993 he also served as acting coordinator of
student judicial services. Tortorello has served as assistant
director of student conduct since July 1993.
g
“He has seen the system from all different angles and he is
well suited for the position,” Donahue said.
Hogan replaced Tortorello as coordinator of student judicial services in September 1993. She received both her undergraduate and law degrees from the University of Notre Dame.
“She has alaw degree and really good organizational skills.
She is ready to take on this new role which provides her the
opportunity to be more involved in investigations, make
decisions and test her judgements,” Minor said.
“I have full confidence in Mary,” Tortorello said. “She has
excellent judgement her analytical skills are top-notch and she
has a nice, compassionate side to her,” he added.
Minor said she is glad Tortorello and Hogan have accepted
the appointments. “It is a wonderful opportunity for Frank and
Mary. I’m sad to leave but it provides an opportunity for them
See CONDUCT, p. 3
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Gazit Discusses
Middle East Peace

GPB Chooses Not to Coordinate
Howlfest After Problems with Marriott

The Tree of Knowledge

Israeli Lt. Major Talks of Obstacles

By Daniel C. Erck

By Masayuki Kitano

The Georgetown Program Board decided not
to schedule the third annual Halloween Howlfest
this year after they were denied access to the
Centre Grill in the Leavey Center, said Natalie
Wolf (GSB ’96), chair of GPB.
Wolf said Meg Schaefer, the Marriott contact
at Centre, Grill, said it would be impossible to
hold the event there because there would not be
enough “turn-around time” to clean the area.
Wolf said GPB offered to pay for an outside
cleaning service, but Schaefer still denied its

HOYA

HOYA Staff Writer

Staff Writer

Lt. Major Shlomo Gazit, former director of Israeli military
intelligence and former military governor in the West Bank
and Gaza, said despite the signing of the Israeli-Jordanian
peace treaty Thursday, he believed there was still reason for
caution.
People should not believe ‘wishful thinking’ that claims
the entire peace process would move forward without complications, Gazit said Tuesday evening in White Gravenor.
“An organization like Hamas

(a radical Islamic funda-

request to use the space.

mentalist group) . . . is reminding everybody that there [are
Palestinian and non-Palestinian groups] that still want to see
Israel completely disappear from the Middle East,” Gazit
said.
As proof that hostility against Israel still exists, Gazit cited
public opinion polls in the March 1994 issue of the Middle
East Quarterly. In the poll, taken in Lebanon, Syria and
Jordan, support for the current peace process ranged from 23
to 40 percent, while 40 to 59 percent of those polled opposed
the peace negotiations.
When asked about alternatives to the peace process, 75
percent of the respondents supported war with Israel, while
92 percent said they would not support moves toward peace
in the future if geo-political advantages against Israel could
be secured.
In the face of such evidence, Gazit said people should not
be “euphoric” about the peace process.
He criticized the PLO

Schaefer did not return a phone call and could
not be reached for comment.

Wolf said the first Howlfest, held in the Centre
Grill, was a huge success. She said over 1,000
students, about 20 percent of the undergraduate
population, took part in the festivities, which
included a strictly monitored beer garden.
Wolf said the GPB board members decided in
June to coordinate a Howlfest type event “if and
only if it is well-planned, [and held] in Centre

“[Last year] was a near riot. . .

there was

ERIC THEUS (GSB ’97) argues for more moral-

ity and less mudslinging in political campaigns.
. See VIEWPOINT, p. 5.
RUBEN ANGEL GARCIA (CAS ’98) praises
Jimmy Carter’s foreign policy efforts.
See VIEWPOINT, p. 5.
BON JOVI rises from the dead with its “best
of” album, Cross Road.

over to them,” said Chris McLaughlin (CAS

95),

GUSA president.
Wolf agreed with McLaughlin and said she hoped
GPB would have coordinated a “well-planned”
Howlfest in conjunction with several other campus
organizations, including Student Affairs. The Basement, the Corp, the Credit Union and GUSA.
See GPB. p.3

“LEND ME A TENOR,” Nomadic
Theatre's first production of the year, chock
full of classical music and infidelity, is sure to
be a thriller.
See ENTERTAINMENT, p. 6.
BRIAN FRANEY

(CAS 96) encourages stu-

dents to cheer on the men’s soccer team as they
face St. John's this weekend.
See SPORTS, p. 10

See ENTERTAINMENT, p.6
Raquel

Lesley

Czuma

(CAS

’96) studies

oars

for one of her midterms

breezy day last week under a tree on Copley Lawn.

HOYA

on a

THINGS GO BUMP in the night— a guide to
Halloween fun.

See ENTERTAINMENT, p. 6.

no

planning, no organization,” said Wes Tydlaska (GSB
’96), a GPB board member.
After last year’s event, the Georgetown University Student Association, which had sponsored
Howlfest for the last two years, decided it was more
appropriate for GPB to organize the event.
“We spoke with GPB and agreed that GUSA is
notas good aprogrammer.. . [we] turned everything

INSIDE

and Yasser Arafat for not doing

enough to prevent terrorist attacks — such as the recent
kidnapping and murder of an Israeli soldier and the bombing
of a bus in Tel Aviv that killed 22 people — but expressed
skepticism toward the way Israel has been dealing with
terrorism.
“I do not believe that it is in Israel’s power to put an end
to terrorism by force,” Gazit said. He said only a “political
settlement” can bring about a satisfactory conclusion.
Gazit said, “[ Arafat] has to speak up loud and clear to his
own people and say, ‘My dear fellow Palestinians, thereis no
need for military acts . . . A continuation of this military
struggle will only delay [the ongoing process of a political
settlement]’.”
Gazit reiterated this point throughout his speech and said
Israel and the PLO must concentrate on achieving a political
See GAZIT, p. 3

Grill with a beer garden.” She said GPB hoped this
year's event would be similar to the first Howlfest in
1992.
Last year’s Howlfest, held in the Leavey Commons and The Basement, was unsuccessful when
over 1,500 students, 750 more than expected, tried
to gain entrance to the event. The crowd became
unruly and there were two serious fights.

MEN’S SOCCER WINS AGAIN and is
gearing up for its big game against 11th ranked
St. John’s this weekend.
See SPORTS, p. 10
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Fred Rust’s 30 year-old hobby of

map collecting has recently become

angered.

into her concerns

O'Donovan
:

while deciding

The university changed the lettering ~~ whether they will punish her.

Middle

to

East

and novelist Brian Hall spoke in the
Leavey Program Room Monday night =

about the war in the former Yugoslavia

current conflict in Yugoslavia and
the Balkan wars of the past. “It is not

helpful or true to talk about the

Dartmouth College’s good fortune.

on its diplomas from Old English style

Rustdonated 34 mapsto thecollege’s

to block and substituted a new univer-

Union College celebrated its 200th

President Clinton invited Univer-

library, some dating as far back as

sity logo in place of its original seal.

anniversary lastmonth by forming a

sity President Leo J. O’Donovan,

Hall read from his most recent book,

Hall said “the Serbs are aggres-

the 17th century. Most are of New
England and New Hampshire. The

in
the college
The diplomas were mailed over the ~~ flotilla from
summer to students who graduated in ~~ Schenectady, N.Y., to New York

SJ, to accompany him on afour-day
Middle East journey that began

The Impossible Country: A Journey
Through the Last Days of Yugoslavia.

sors.” but refused to pin all of the
He
responsibility on Serb shoulders.

total net worth of the collection is
estimated at $20,000.
When asked why he decided to
give the maps to the college, Rust
said, “We’re New Hampshire
people.” He added that the maps
were being copied so they could be
used by children in New Hampshire
schools.

May. Many of the recipients said they
felt cheated. Carla Wyatt, one of the
graduates, said the design “looks more
like a type of certificate than a diploma.”

An insert in the student newspaper at Brigham Young University
was removed from 4,000 copies after administrators declared it offensive. The catalogue insert advertised
posters, including one that pictured
a condom and others that showed
scantily-clad women.

Terry Fetterman, a psychology in-

The campus newspaper, the Daily

b

\

Cc

!

Universe, printed a front-page apology the day after the catalogue was
distributed. Of the 16,000 newspapers that were printed with the cata-

logue, 4,000 were retrieved.

.
A change in diplomas at the University of North Carolina’s campus in Charlotte left many students

A former

student entered

and its impact on the people who live ~~ Balkans as if these are just the same

Wednesday, said a White House
source.
The trip is designed to celebrate
recent progress toward peace and
encourage all nations in theregion to
work toward a comprehensive
Middle East settlement, The Washington Post reported.
Clinton was accompanied by an

City, where the college received its
original charter.
Four canoes traveled down the
Mohawk and Hudson Rivers to Manhattan, with passengers consisting
of the college president, five students, one alumnus and a biology
professor.
The college wanted to stress its
ties with New York City because 20
percent of its alumni live there or
along the Hudson River.

a class-

room in Cabrillo College and hit one of
his instructors in the face with awooden
axe handle.
structor, suffered a broken cheekbone
as a result of the incident. Three stu-

entourage

A professor and senior at Alfred
University are nearing completion

dents quickly overcame the assailant,
who attended the college in 1992.

on a bronze statue to memorialize a

A student who uses a wheelchair at
the University of Wisconsin at Madi-

four-year-old boy who was murdered

son revved up a circular saw during a
law class and cut away part ofa desk so

in a nearby town last year.
The boy, Derrick Robie, was
beaten to death in the woods behind

that she could sit alongside other students.
The student, Brigid McGuire, said

his home by Eric Wilson, a 14 yearold neighbor. In the highly publicized case, Wison was tried as an

complaints about access. In the classroom, she said she had to sitinfrontof
other students, without a desk.
The university is currently looking

William Underhill, the professor,
said, “I think [the statue] is a positive
kind of answer to the grief and mouming.”

60,

including

old Balkans,” he said.

Hall wrote the novel after visiting the ~~ noted the complexity of the situation
and said, “This is both a civil war
former Yugoslavia for five months in
1991. The book is divided into six secand a war of aggression.”
Hall warned that the Balkans are
tions, each covering a different area of
not a particularly exotic place. “It
the dissolved country.
“The Western coverage has been incould happen in a lot of places. The
adequate and simplistic. I write books
state of [the] economy has alot to do
about what people tell me and: about
with it,” he said.
what I see,” Hall said.
Hall read from the Bosnia
Med Student
Herzegovina section of the book. filled
with whirling dervishes, destroyed vilWins Marathon
lages, sour milk and the friends he
made:

Irfan, Fuad,

Esad,

Srdjan

and

Sulejman.
Hall spoke about the whereabouts of
his friends all over the former Yugoslavia. Hall said he was grateful — al-

though somewhat surprised — none of
them had died as a result of the war.
“The reason I do books like this and

Kevin Schilling (MED ’95) placed
“First in D.C.” in Sunday’s Marine
Corps Marathon. Schilling ran in the
marathon each year during his four
years at Georgetown and has previously won the race.
There are three first place awards

do. I don’t know military doctrine. I

intherace, one for the District, Maryland and Virginia.

ountry

notcommentary is because [havenothing authoritative to say about what to

In a reading sponsored by the
English Department, travel writer

know Yugoslavia,” Hall said.
Hall dissuaded people from making
too many comparisons between the

—Daniel Erck and

The

adult and found guilty of murder.

the university had not dealt with her

of about

Malcolm Hoenlein, executive vice
chairman of the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations; Omar Kader, former executive director of the AmericanArab Anti-Discrimination Committee; and Lane Kirkland, president of
the AFL-CIO, according to The Post.

there.

Impossible
C

Joshua Jaffe

—Steven Slawinski

' Israeli Lt. Major
Speaks About
Middle East Peace

ay

»

1
|
|

;

GPB Does Not

Schedule Howlfest
GPB. from p. 1

GAZIT, from p. 1
settlement rather than continuing military actions against each other. However, during the question and answer
session, Gazit said if Palestinians continue their militant resistance, Israel
would be willing toresortto “brute force”
for its rule of the occupied territories.
During the question and answer session, Gazit said Israel would be willing
to withdraw from Lebanon once a settlement is reached. He said Israel does not
have the emotional attachment to Lebanon that is has with the West Bank.

Coming November 15th...

Gazit expressed dismay at'the Nobel
Peace Prize and said he believed it was

[cvs
and Arafat. He said he felt

Sy

bk

“If politicians are to be awarded, it
should be after time has shown that their
efforts have endured,” Gazit said. He
said he did not feel the award would
prove conducive to progress in the peace
process.
The speech was sponsored by the
Georgetown Israel Alliance.

Tortorello to Head :

I'he Hoya

the award

should go to someone who has dedicated his or her life to peace, such as
|
jv
f

Ryan Kuder (GSB '96), a GPB
board member, said Howlfest is
meant to be a safe altemative for
students over Halloween weekend.
“M Street is not safe . . . there has
been demand by students for a program [on-campus], he said.
Wolf said GPB has coordinated
several events in place of Howlfest,
including hypnotist Tom Deluca,
pumpkin carving, assassin and the
Rocky Horror Picture Show.
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‘to spread their wings and try something
new, something that will truly challenge
their abilities,” she said.
“I am confident that these changes
will insure the continued strength of the
Office of Student Conduct,” Donahue
said.
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To

continue

services
the choir
financial
well as a

to

provide

its valuable

to the Georgetown community,
has two needs. It requires sound
support from the university as
firm commitment from the ad-

ministration to preserve its existence. In

the last month, members of the Choir
circulated a petition to explain this situation and obtain student support for the
group. The Choir collected 1,200 signatures on this petition.
We

support

this petition

because

the

choir provides a much-needed service to
this community. In addition to its performances at Masses, the group also represents our school at National Cathedral

well.

We do not support the Concert Choir in
this request, since students are voluntarily participating in an extracurricular

activity. There are corresponding classes
for certain activities, such as drama, but
no academic credit is given to students
who participate in these activities as
extracurriculars. The nature of an extracurricular activity is that it is beyond the
academic curriculum and therefore requesting credit for participating in such

activities is not logical.
We encourage student members to join
Professor Tacka's class, and thereby attain their intended goal of academic credit
for choral literature.
It is our hope that the university will
grant the choir’s request, recognize the
vital service they provide and ultimately
reinstate their budget.

Dipping To New Lows
The tobacco industry has come under
increasing

fire

in

recent

years

as

the

health risks associated with smoking and
tobacco use have become clearer. Most of
the criticism, however, has been directed
at the cigarette industry. Another part of
~ the tobacco industry is equally deserving
of such criticism: snuff producers.
The

Wall

Street

Journal

reported

Wednesday that former employees of U.S.

Tobacco,

the leader in ‘the $1.1 billion

snuff industry, have alleged that the tobacco giant manipulates the pH level of
its snuff products to increase the nicotine
yield. U.S. Tobacco has predictably denied the allegations, but the evidence
seems stacked against them.
;
Two former chemists for the company
said that U.S. Tobacco regularly raises
the pH level of its snuff products by
adding certain basic chemicals, which
increases the free nicotine available for
absorption by the user's gum tissue.
What is most disturbing about this
practice of altering the levels of available
nicotine is that it seems clearly geared
toward hooking novice users—especially

underage users—on the product.
Tests

conducted

by

the Journal

re-

vealed that the pH levels of U.S. Tobacco’s
productline gradually increases. Its mildest product, Skoal Bandits, has only 7
percent free nicotine and comes in filter
bags to make it easier for users to start
dipping. The next step up the ladder,
Skoal Long Cut Cherry, yields 22 percent

free nicotine. Original Fine Cut Skoal has
27 percent free nicotine, and U.S.
Tobacco’s flagship product, Copenhagen,
has a pH of 8.6 making 79 percent of its
11.4 milligrams of nicotine per gram available for immediate absorption.

These numbers paint a disturbing picture of an industry deliberately trying to
hook users. U.S. Tobacco’s newest prod-

uct, Skoal Long Cut Cherry, seems directly targeted at younger users. Most of

the users the Journal interviewed were
teenagers.

The pattern in the snuff industry seems
clear: manufacturers target children and
then try to addict them gradually to the
products. Despiteindustry denial, it seems
clear that nicotine is a drug and that
tobacco manufacturers are manipulatingitslevels (or atleast its effective levels)
in their products.
The Food and Drug Administration
should continue with its efforts to regulate the production of products that contain nicotine to ensure

that consumers

are aware of the manipulation and can
determine the levels of nicotine in the
products they buy. Further, the tobacco
industry should stop trying to target minors by creating products that are specifically geared toward kids. As one former
U.S. Tobacco Company sales representative put it: “Cherry Skoal is for somebody
who likes the taste of candy, if you know
what I'm saying.” Yes, we know what he’s
saying and we think it has to stop.

-

With regard to the on-going construction in the dorm, the characterizations of

the renovations in the dorm by Karen
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To the Editor:

In response to the many questions we have received, the
Georgetown Program Board (GPB) would like to explain why
there is no “Howlfest” this year.
For the past two years, there has been a Halloween dance/
party on campus to provide a safe alternative to the D.C. bar

scene. The first year, “Howlfest” was coordinated by GUSA
and The Basement, with assistance from other student groups.
This event, held in Centre Grill, was extremely successful and
very popular. Last year, “Howlfest '93,” held in Leavey
Commons and The Basement was not nearly as successful.
Due to poor planning, execution and a space not conducive to
a crowd so large, the event. although very popular, almost
ended in a riot.

This year GPB, the main programming body on campus,
decided that since we have the experience and resources to
program so large an event, we would coordinate the event if
and only if it was well-planned. in Centre Grill and we worked
in conjunction with other campus organizations to make this
a huge success. Last June. we began planning by contacting
Perry Vernikoff, the Marriott contact for use of Centre Grill.
At the same time. the Speeial Events Chair began developing
abudget to submit for corporate sponsorship to assist with the
cost of the event.

It was not until July that Mr. Vernikoff finally returned our
phone calls with an estimate of $2,500 for the use of the Centre
Grill space on the evening
of Fri.. Oct. 28. We then asked for
this in writing, which we never received despite several
months of unreturned phone calls. We still, however, continued our planning with the understanding that we would be
able to use the space, despite the exorbitant quote.
At the SAC Fair in September, Mr. Vernikoff approached
our table, apologed for not returning our calls, informed us
that he no longer worked for Centre Grill and gave us a new
contact, Meg Schaefer. The following Monday morning, we
called Ms. Schaefer. Unfortunately this call was not returned
for four days.
Ms. Schaefer informed us that having an event in Centre
Grill was “impossible” due to the lack of turnaround time for
the Saturday breakfast. She then told us the $3,000 we had
agreed on would not include their expenses for cleaning,
shampooing the carpets and overtime. Even though the price
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Like Mr. Tuckett [“Politicians Unjustly Criticize SingleParent Families,” Oct. 25], I cannot declare that single-
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(and most
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universi-

ties, the students deserve better.
SHELBY S. GUILBERT, JR. (SFS '97)
JASON LEE-LLACER (CAS ’97)
BiLL HOLMBERG (GSB ’97)
RyAN J. HOEFEN (CAS ’97)
CARL D. DEMAIO (SFS 96)

she told us was not the original estimate we were given, we
offered to pay even more to cover their expenses including an

outside cleaning crew.
We then contacted Ms. Schaefer’s supervisor, Mike Wil-

parent families are the root of social ills. But unlike
Tuckett, I cannot dismiss the idea “that growing up in a
single-parent home will in some way traumatize a child’s
life” as “absurd and unsophisticated.”
My two-month-old niece is in a single-parent family
where she is loved dearly, but the day will come when she
will wonder why she does not have a dad like many of her
friends, and if it is because her father did not love her.
Having to wrestle with such an issue would surely be
traumatic for a child.
Such trauma cannot be blamed for all of society's
problems. but it cannot be disregarded as “absurd.”
Finally, using Clinton as a shining example of a person
from a single-parent household hardly makes Tuckett’s
case. Clinton’s integrity has been seriously questioned by
accusations ranging from sexual misconduct to
Whitewater, and, if I may quote Tuckett here, “Whether
the accusations are true or false is not important.” The
exploitation
of these allegations by the media
and Clinton's
opponents have made them asmuch a“part of our society’s
social problems” as the case of the Menendez brothers to
which Mr. Tuckett refers.
BRIDGET HALL (CAS "98)

|

liams. When Mr. Williams promptly returned our call, we
informed him of our verbal agreement. He said he would think
about it and offered us Leavey Commons, over which he has
no control anyway. The next week he called back and said we
could not use “their space.” “Their space” stops serving
dinner long before this event would occur and would end with
several hours to spare before breakfast.
This is not the first time we have had problems with the
Marriott Corporation; a similar situation took place during the
planning of our Jake Johannsen show, which was held in
September in the Leavey Ballroom. Booking and arranging
this space was nothing but a headache for GPB Comedy from
costs to details—Marriott was not very easy to work with. We
find it unfortunate that programs to enhance the lives of the
students on this campus cannot take place in our own student
center because of shampooed carpets and exorbitant prices.
Whose university is this anyway?
As anyone who programs on this campus knows, dealing
with “The Man™ is amajor headache. The bureaucracy on this
campus is bad enough. We find it unfortunate that the Marriott
Corporation is one more hindrance to students.
|
This Halloween, as drunken students stumble back to cam- |
pus and the surrounding areas from M Street bars, remember
that we tried for six months to bring Howlfest '94 to
Georgetown. We once again apologize for not having a
Howlfest this year. At least Marriott does not control Gaston
Hall, or we may never see “The Exorcist” again.
THE GEORGETOWN PROGRAM BOARD:
NATALIE WOLF (GSB 96)
JON SCHWARTZ (SFS '95)
DoRrROTHY MURATORE (GSB '95)
BRIAN RATH (CAS '95)
ELIZABETH BUCKMAN (CAS '95)
RYAN KUDER (GSB '96)
GazaL KoLIA (CAS 95)
BRIAN SCHULTZ (GSB 97)
WES TYDLASKA (GSB '96)
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Things-To-Do List:
Call Tue Hoya

To the Editor:

Entertainment Editor

. . . are inconveniences

which all students sooner or later must
deal.” At one of the nations most presti-

No Howling on the Hilltop in ’94

Childhood Trauma
Is Not So ‘Absurd’
Amy B. Wiggenhauser, Editor in Chief
Francine Friedman, Managing Editor

dents’ rooms]

ra

receives credit for its efforts, members of
the Concert Choir feel they should as

Write News

Write Sports
Write Features

. Write Viewpoint
. Write Entertainment
tet

expenses and normal operation, but Campus Ministry offered the group only $513.
Facing a drastically-reduced budget and
extremely limited schedule, the choir was
forced to stop performing.

Since Professor Philip Tacka'’s choir class

=

for performance

WN

$5,500

UA

needed

In addition to a reinstatement of the
group's budget, the choir’s petition also
asks for academic credit for participating
students. The statement discusses the
Fine Arts department’s creation of a choral class for academic credit last fall.

Once again THE Hova has demonstrated how out of touch it is with student sentiments in LXR. Not only did
the recent editorial “A Misguided Petition,” misrepresent the nature of student
complaints in the petition submitted to
Dean of Students James A. Donahue on
Oct. 7, but it also fails to grasp the real
problems in LXR: students have lived in
an unfinished dormitory lacking many
advertised services for over two months,
and we are paying $2323—more than
the cost of other dorm rooms. Two overwhelming reasons justify a
partial credit for LXR students—
unprovided services and on-going construction. Withregard to services, lounge
televisions have not yet been provided.
contrary to what THE Hoya editorial
suggests. Moreover, the advertised
multi-purpose lounge, music lounges
and computer study lounges are still not
available. Although it is true that these
services are nonessential, students are
indirectly paying for them through the
higher housing rate. The dorm does not
even have a properly functioning elevator. Charging students full price for a
dormitory that lacks essential services
is unjust.

notice, but also a weeks free rent. This
arrangement required the students to
simply change apartments only once—
at no time did they have to live in a
construction project.
The students of LXR thank Dean
Donahue and GUSA for agreeing to
discuss our concerns and hope that the
proper administrators will resolve this
issue as soon as possible. We are confident that by discussing the situation and
by opening channels of communication,
this problem will be adequately addressed. As for communication, THE
Hoya failed to seek the correct information before writing their editorial, thus
showing complete irresponsibility. Their
reckless stance against, rather than for,
the students surprised us—but then
again, not one of THE Hoya editors even
lives in LXR.
Finally, we hope that the housing
office does not adopt THE Hoya editorial
board’s premise that among other disruptions, “floods [of raw sewage in stu-
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Choir

concerts and collegiate events.

Frank and THE Hoya as routine “maintenance problems” is clearly inaccurate.
Construction workers, though often responsive to student complaints, are still
in the dorm two months after the movein date. There have been reported instances of workers standing on students’
beds to paint ceilings and sanding, plastering and painting walls next to open
closets. Workers are constantly in hallways or common areas, and female residents have complained about their harassing remarks. It is wrong to say that
workers are only responding to routine
maintenance requests by students. Usually they are performing their
uncompleted tasks leftover from the
renovations, often without notifying the
students. In addition, Karen Frank's
decision to postpone the remaining major structural work until the Christmas
holiday underscores the fact that the
residence hall work was never finished
in the first place. Certainly it i$ a good
decision to postpone the work until a
time when students are not living in the
building, but the whole point of our
complaint is that this work should have
been completed before move-in.
Providing financial compensation to
students inconvenienced by construction and maintenance problems is not
without precedent. For instance, this
summer residents of Henle were inconvenienced by the renovation of apartments and not only received advance

©

In 1992, the University President's office froze the budget of the Office of
Campus Ministry, which in turn greatly
reduced the budget of the Bicentennial
Concert Choir. Since then, the choir has
managed to survive on a diminishing
shoestring budget.
For the current academic year, the
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Editorial ‘Misrepresents’ LXR Residents

Founded January 16, 1920

Interested?

Call Amy or
Fran at 687-3415.
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Carter’s Redemption

Neal Sheno
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Student Conference
Raises Spirituality Issues

Dr. Frankenstein?
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Genovese

and Garth Arevalo

EORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY WILL BE

TICE conference confronts students with
the tradition that surrounds them.
The theme of this year’s annual conference, “Bridging the Gap of Social Inequality: Faith Doing Justice,” attempts

S

(JUSTICE)

will unite more

to unite the Ignatian ideals of social jus-
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than 20 Jesuit universities in around table
discussion of the issues that affect the
individual institutions. The conference
serves as a symbol of the strong religious
tradition from which students emerged
and the spirituality that will guide us
forward.
The JUSTICE organization was the
vision of a handful of Jesuit students who
felt a lack of communication had overwhelmed a brotherhood of institutions
traditionally sharing a philosophical backbone. The Ignatian ideal of “alliance” had
been forsaken. Universities like George-

tice, integrity and enlightenment. The conference addresses issues such as family
and community building, gender, respecting inequalities, education and inner city
outreach. These issues are secular in nature, but all tied into the Ignatian tradition
of progress and introspection.
The importance of holding the annual
JUSTICE conference extends beyond the
unseen boundaries of spiritual growth that
illuminate the campus. Born in a time of
change and adaptation, our university
serves as a beacon to many counterparts
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Blues Brothers.

Robin Wallace
CAS 95
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town were left to deal individually with

changing academic and cultural climates.
Since its inception in 1992 the organization has developed the Ignatian tradition of youth empowerment. Past conferences have been ripe with opinions from
students active in the government, ministry and community service sectors of the
various schools. The conference’s objective i$ to generate a sense of empowerment that could lead to student mobilization.
The conference empowers not only our
individual campuses but the spirituality
of the delegates as well. As students of

Georgetown, we occupy an interesting
position in higher education. The difference between Georgetown and most other

:

universities lies in our Catholic heritage;

a heritage often forgotten and not seen by
many as Georgetown’s most compelling

Do they have to be dead?

Ed Degraan

CAS 796
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It is from this tradition, based on enlightenment and progress, that Georgetown is able to derive its greatest sense of
empowerment. Georgetown has a soul,
and this cannot be said of most universities in our nation. Spirituality is a dialogue uniting individuals of differing faiths
and values with one concept and George-

of a Jesuit education when one knows

little of its philosophical origins and its
educational goals. The Jesuit community

the

We

.

Jim Morrison, if he really is dead.

Brett Delaire
GSB ’97

ling
this

a greater awareness of the self. The JUS-

minutes before a full-scale military invasion.
This action undoubtedly saved the lives of
Americansoldiers. These two successes were
made possible thanks to Carter’s idealism.
During his presidential term, Carter used
his diplomatic prowess to bring about amonumental Middle East peace accord. While the
world doubted that Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menahem
Begin could work out a peace accord, Carter
took the initiative and invited both men to
hold discussions at Camp David. Carter
pushed both leaders into signing a peace
accord neither side thought possible at the
beginning of the negotiations.
Carter further annoyed the critics of his
idealism when he traveled to the Vienna
Summit in 1979 and, with a hug and a kiss
from Leonid Brezhnev, he and the Soviet
Premier signed the SALT II accords.
Jimmy Carter, after withstanding 18 years
of mostly unwarranted criticism, has finally
begun to change how America perceives
him. Rather than fall prey to America’s criticism of his presidential administration, Carter
managed to redefine his life and aim it toward helping mankind.
After being rebuked by his country, Carter

For four days Georgetown will be
touched by the wisdom of students from
many other Jesuit universities. As a com-

munity, we have been given the opportunity to impress upon these delegates the
vast resources our student body and cam-

pus can offer as an institution of higher
learning. I hope we too will walk away
with a greater appreciation of the tradition
that is imbedded within our gates and a

shaping our personalities and behavior at
Georgetown.
Neal Shenoy (SFS '97) is a National

JUSTICE Convention Chair and chair of
the Georgetown University Student Association committee on student clubs and
activities.

both

in

by failure; rather it was blessed with strategic

foreign policy victories stemming from his
hands-on “idealistic” approach to foreign
policy. Carter’s idealism laid the foundation
for current peace talks on the Korean Penin-

Recent diplomatic
successes, both in
North Korea and

bedded in the Catholic ideals of enlighten-

ment.
The conference is an opportunity for
Georgetown to exemplify one of its strongestattributes: community. The JUSTICE
* conference has required the collaborated
efforts of many campus groups. The Georgetown University Student Association,
the Student Activities Commission, the
Corp, The Basement, Campus Ministry,
the Blue and Gray, the Georgetown Programming Board and individual class committees demonstrated Georgetown’s sense
of alliance and loyalty. Reliance upon a
university’s resources to accomplish difficult tasks is the cornerstone of the JUSTICE organization.

successes,

North Korea and Haiti, are forcing Americans to reevaluate the Carter presidency.
His administration was not one besieged

that emulate Georgetown’s multicultural,

of Georgetown and its philosophy is a

largely untapped resource. The knowledge students take away from Georgetown should reflect not only a greater
awareness of the events around them, but

ever, recent diplomatic

multidisciplinary approach toward education while still remaining firmly em-

town encourages individuals to explore
concerted desire to uncover our individual
their sense of spirituality.
Tl
spirituality. JUSTICE is a reminder ofithe «
: ‘Tris difficult to'explain the importance” silent processes of enlightenment that are

ing

the
1 in
ing
rom

strength.

ITH HIS SIMPLE INTRODUCTION AT THE
1976 Democratic convention, “My
name is Jimmy Carter and I’m running for president,” the peanut farmer from
Georgia began his trek to the White House.
Unfortunately, after four years in office, he
was rebuked by the American people.
A 1976 Newsweek poll revealed that
Americans were critical of Carter’s idealistic
foreign policy. “[The] problems of state can
be solved by winning people’s hearts,” Carter
told Time magazine in 1980.
Carter’s image of a poor foreign policy
maker has followed him out of office. HowWwW

investing this weekend in a
reinvigoration of its spirituality.
The fourth annual Jesuit University Students Concerned with Empowerment

!
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was

Haiti, are forcing
Americans to
reevaluate the Carter

presidency.
sula and in the Middle East.
Ignoring several United Nations warnings
to allow inspections of North Korea’s nuclear
facilities, North Korean President Kim Il Sung
pushed the world closer to war. The Clinton
administration, attempting to bully the North
Koreans,

continued

to push

reborn

and has proceeded

to make

a

definitive contribution not only to the United
States. with ‘such projects as the immensely
successful Habitat for Humanity, but also to
the world with his diplomatic skills. Previously unimaginable peace negotiations being held today in the Middle East between
Israel and the PLO, Egypt, Jordan and Syria
can be traced to Carter’s efforts as he broke
the stalemate between the countries at Camp
David.
He has proven that his diplomatic prowess, overlooked in 1976 and 1980, is a world
diplomatic tool. Acquainting himself personally with his friends as well as his adversaries has permitted high-level discussions
in a friendly atmosphere.
Carter’s successes at Camp David, the
Vienna Summit, and in North Korea and
Haiti, prove that his belief in “ideal” diplo-

for sanctions

against them despite Sung’s statement that
he would view such steps as acts of war.
Into this escalating scene stepped private
citizen Jimmy Carter. Through an “unofficial
visit” (Carter was briefed, but did not represent the U.S. government directly) to North
Korea, Carter coaxed several important concessions from Sung that were later made
official with the peace agreement signed between the United States and North Korea.

His belief in “ideal”
diplomacy has a
place in American

foreign policy.

' + Using hisideal political style thathad been
criticizedin the past, Carter successfully

shifted the North Korean situation from a
road leading toward war to one ending in a
diplomatic solution.

macy has a place in American foreign policy.
Jimmy Carter is a man who held fast to his
beliefs amid a barrage of criticism and lost
his job as a result. With his recent rebirth as
a statesman, Carter can finally hold his head
high and be proud of his efforts to improve
the country during his term.

After seeing the successes of the former

president, the Clinton administration dispatched Carter to Haiti in hopes of avoiding
war again. Accompanied by former Joint
Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell and Senator Sam

Ruben Garcia is afreshman in the College

Nunn (D-Ga.), the American entourage con-

vinced Raoul Cedras to step down from power

of Arts and Sciences.

.
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Eric Theus

Campaign Morality: Is There Any Out There?
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NYONE WHO HAS WATCHED TELEVISION
or read a newspaper in the past several months would agree that the 1994
campaign season has been the most negative
one this country has seen in decades.
For most people though, this reality is a
confusing one. The majority of Americans
today claim they are disgusted with the entire political process, especially with the
negative campaigns run by an overwhelming number of politicians. Why do the political image makers continue to advise their
candidates to participate in “mud-slinging?”
If this isnot what the American people really
want, there must be some other reason.
Negative campaigning has always been a
part of American political maneuvering but
the attacks on a person’s character have
increased greatly ever since the Watergate
scandal. During the 1988 presidential election, the negative campaigning battle seemed
to be out of control on both the national level
and the local political scene.
In the 1992 presidential campaign, it appeared that America’s politicians finally
decided to give the voters what they wanted
— an election year spent talking about the
issues instead of the opponent’s personal
character. Of course, there were some exceptions, namely Democratic nominee Bill
Clinton’s alleged marital infidelities. For the
most part, however, the campaign focused
A

Hoya Basketball.
Justin Halloran, SFS ’95
Alexis Alden, GSB ’95
Colin Bayly, CAS ’96

Jen Hughes’ fish.
Jessica Dawson, GSB ’95
P.J. Guido, GSB ’95

on voters’.concerns.

Ra

Candidates defined how they would address the nation’s problems and most citizens felt they were making a more informed
choice than in past elections. This method of
campaigning was transposed to the local
scene and voter registration saw gains for
the first time in years.
In 1994, however, this trend has reversed

Mastin Laer

hing

Officer Garland Best

DPS ’94

itself; campaigns throughout the nation are
more negative than ever. The health care
debate during the past Congressional session illustrated one reason for this reversal,
an increasingly growing distrust of government.
Distrust of those who serve in the government or candidates who want to serve in the
governmentcarries into the campaigns. Campaign managers take advantage of this distrust by exposing the worst aspects of an
opposing candidate to an electorate that fo-

cuses more on faults
than qualifications. Recently, Americans have

questioned the character of the president and
many think all politicians should be scrutinized this way.
The negativity is in
fullforce, and itis strik-

ingly evident in the
Virginia Senate race.
It seems that Senator
Chuck

Robb

(D-Va.)

and Colonel Oliver
North are competing
with each other to see
how low the other person will go.
Robb’s campaign
has persisted in trying
to brand North a compulsive liar, while
North has reminded
voters of Robb’s past
marital problems and
has accused him of attending parties where
cocaine was being
used. North and Robb
are setting records for
fund-raising in this
contest, but very few
campaign ads are positive.
According to most
political “spin-doc-
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tors,” the reason can-

didates use personal attacks against their opponents is simply because negativity works. A positive ad will
rarely create a bump in the polls while an
effective negative spot can provide a huge
boost to a candidate. Therefore, the politicians are utilizing the more effective tool.
To some politicians, negative ads are an
unfortunate necessity. Senator John Danforth
(R-Mo.) opposed the use of negative ads in his
last campaign. However, facing the possibility of defeat, he ran negative ads because he
claimed that his supporters were more important than his opposition to negative campaigning. Subsequently, Danforth won the election.

Sometimes, however, a negative comment

about an opponent’s character can backfire.
A few weeks ago, Senator Edward Kennedy
(D-Mass.) attacked Republican nominee Mitt
Romney’s religion. Most voters in Massachusetts found this a disgusting tactic, and
Kennedy eventually recounted his statement.
So, where does one draw the line?

Unfortunately, it appears that there is no
need for a candidate to draw the line. The ads
that backfire rarely seem to have a lasting
effect on therace; they make less of an impact
than the positive ads. Therefore, politicians
are going to continue to “sling mud,” because

there is a greater chance of success with this
type of ad, and the penalty is not significant
if the voters think the candidate went too far.
Even though support may increase for a
candidate who uses a negative ad, voter registration is down this election year. This
could be a sign that negative campaigning is
not what Americans want, but until the people
refuse to vote for someone whose campaign
reeks of negativity, the trend will continue.
Eric Theus is a sophomore in the School of
Business.
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Nomadic Theatre Opens Its 1994 Season With ‘Lend Me A Tenor’
from his “death,” and arrives in costume. The sight of two
Titos on stage at once sends everyone on a wild confusing ride

Kirsten Brinker
Special to THE HOYA

that won’t be forgotten soon.

Take a famous tenor singer, a faked suicide, infidelity and
a girl in the closet, and what do you get? Not a plot for amadefor-TV movie, but Nomadic Theatre’s 1994 season opener,
Lend Me A Tenor.
The play, set in the early 30s, revolves around Tito Merelli
(Bandar Al-Hejin), a famous tenor singer. Tito is supposed to
star in the Cleveland Grand Opera Company’s version of
Othello. The producer, Mr. Saunders (Mike Kullen), his
daughter Maggie (KC Saer), and his assistant Max (Brady
Richards), who doubles as Maggie’s boyfriend, all eagerly
await Tito's arrival.
The story takes a turn when Maggie, Tito's adoring fan who
can’t wait to meet her idol, hides in his hotel room closet. Tito
finally arrives at the hotel late. He has a stomach illness and
takes a pill so that he can rest. But before Tito can sleep, he
realizes that his wife Maria (Destiny Lopez). who has already
found Maggie in the closet, has left him for good. Max
proceeds to help Tito recover from his abandonment by
singing him to sleep.

When Max tries to wake Tito for the actual performance,
Tito appears to have killed himself. sending everyone into a
tizzy. Mr. Saunders arrives and begs Max. who had always
dreamed of singing, to fill in for Tito. Max obliges and goes
on stage impersonating Tito.
Meanwhile, during the performance, the real Tito awakes

Nomadic Theatre delivers a wonderful production of the
play with exceptional performances by the actors. Kullen
displays an immense range of emotional transitions and gives
the audience an accurate portrayal of an uptight, aging and
conniving producer.
Richards as Max is a hero who seamlessly brings the
audience in on his side to root for him.
In much the same way, Al-Hejin’s Tito is the perfect picture
of confusion. His face portrays an expression of utter astonishment when he meets his identical double Max. Both AlHejin and Lopez boast unwavering Italian accents that never
falter throughout the performance and are incredibly convincing in their roles.
With the exception of Diana’s (Tracy Katz) revealing
dresses that make Drew Barrymore's wardrobe look downright pious, the costumes are incredible. And the sound, which
incorporates telephone rings and opera music, was successfully right on cue.
Nomadic Theatre's presentation of Lend Me A Tenor is a
definite success. Producer David Vaughan said the actors
“attempted not to overdo the comedy” in the show, and that the
actors put in “a lot of hours” to make their show an achievement of which to be proud. Their hours of work have paid off
with interest.
See TENOR, p. 7
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Duncan Crabtree-Ireland/The HOYA

Nomadic Theatre's Lend Me A Tenor: sex, death and mistaken identity in the Cleveland Grand Opera.

Things That Go UMA In The NIGHT
By Everett Saucedo
HOYA Staff Writer

Halloween has traditionally been
one of the biggest holidays in the
Georgetown area. Assuming good
weather conditions, crowds on this
scariest of nights have swelled to
300,000 on M Street. For spirits too
spooked to venture that far, there are
plenty of on-campus activities going
on to ensure a frightful Halloweekend.
DC A Capella Festival 1994,
sponsored by campus singing groups
the Phantoms and Gracenotes, comes
alive at Gaston Hall tonight at 7:30
p.m. The event draws a wide variety
of singing acts. and this year includes

Who's The Boss — The Bosstones draw from many musical genres.

Bossa Nova

Off The Beat from the University of

Pennsylvania and Those Guys from
the Naval Academy. Tickets are $7
general admission and $5 for students.

Nomadic Theatre probably won't
scare, but will entertain, with its
production of Lend Me a Tenor,
tonight at 8 p.m. in Walsh Black Box
Theater and tomorrow at 2 p.m.
The Asian Awareness Association
gets in the holiday mood tonight with
Danceninetyfour in the Village A
Community Room. Dance all night
long to hip hop, house and retro for
$1. The festivities start at 10 p.m., and
all are invited.

Horror Picture Show. Come in
costume and don’t forget that toast.
Before that, boogie on down to The
Basement for the Interdorm Council’s

Freaky Friday Dance featuring Beat
Sugar.

-

more Class Committee arms the
intrepid with the utensil of their choice
at the Pumpkin Carving Contest in
Red Square.
On Saturday, hypnotist Tom
DeLuca returns to campus at 8 p.m. in
Gaston Hall, and tickets are still

1S

available from GPB. DeLuca’s show
is consistently popular with students
and is undoubtedly their favorite event
— if they could only remember it.
On Sunday, GU Jazz Band puts on

»

its show, The Funky Birth of Swing, at

There are also activities for those
For those in a more revealing mood.
- -who fear the night but like sharp. .
The Basement is the place to be. At
objects. Today at noon, the Sophomidnight.
be sure to catch The Rocky

noon in Red Square. Later that
evening, Vibe Ride performs in Lot 3
behind Village C.
Around midnight on Sunday, don’t
be frightened by the tortured wails
coming from the Jesuit graveyard next
to Harbin Hall. It’s just the midnight

Healy Howl, Bring a. warm sweater.
See SPOOKY STUFF, p. 7

Boston's Mighty Mighty Bosstones Fall Short
HOYA Staff Writer

Months

ago, when

Bon Jovi: Better Dead Than Alive

Whether the listener is a newcomer to
the music or a long-time fan, it seems

By John Moye

that Question

a friend told me

about the music of a group called The
Mighty Mighty Bosstones, I was immediately eager to hear them. Who wouldn’t
be? The Boston based group has been
gaining quite a following on their relentless tour of North America, packing
clubs across the country.
The group has been compared to
Fishbone, 311 and the others that have
gained fame by mixing fast-paced ska
with hardcore punk. At the same time,
many have raved about the Bosstones’
inability to be categorized (they play
reggae, soul, funk, punk, and even come
close to metal). The group is well known

for its horn section, whose thick, brassy
timbre shines through the music in a blur
of raging saxophones and trumpets.

With everything I had heard about
this group recently, I was thrilled to
finally get a chance to hear its fourth
album, Question the Answers. Upon
hearing the album, it appears that The
Bosstones’ reputation exceeds them.

New Jersey Legend Bon Jovi Rehashes All Its Hits From

the Answers is bound to

disappoint.
The album begins strongly with
“Kinder Words,” which opens with a
steady beat and crisp guitar chords before jumping into a fast-paced ska
rhythm. The homs begin to wail. the
beat speeds up and the listener feels the
urge to get up and jump around. The
mood is fun and furious, and when vocalist Dickey Barrett enters the song
with his raspy, Joe Cocker-esque voice
listeners can assume that they are being
set up for an enjoyable album.
What hurts Question the Answers the
most are the lyrics that attempt to be
much too serious for the music they
accompany. This becomes apparent immediately with “A Sad Silence,” the
second song on the album, which paints
a graphic and disturbing view of the
ghetto.
Barrett laments: “Then one day it
happened/he took his daily crack/his
eyes rolled up like yesterday/he started
See BOSSTONES, p. 7

Le

'80s With ‘Cross Road,” But Doesn't Turn Back Clock
By Matthew B. Farlie
HOYA

Staff Writer

Modern sociologists have come to the conclusion that the 1980s was the “big” decade. Life
was influenced by big greed, big bucks and big
hair. OK, the last component may not be entirely
correct, but it sure is a necessary component of
the ‘Glam-Rock’ bands which emerged in the
"80s with their pretty-boy/tough-guy images.
Much as the Seattle alternative music scene
usurped the Glam-Rock artists, they did so to the
"70s loud rebel bands, such as the Kinks and the
Knack. One of the leading bands at the forefront
of the big-hair, loud music revolution was Bon
Jovi.

’80s band Bon Jovi keeps fans rockin’ with ‘Cross Road.’

It has taken Bon Jovi 11 years to realize how
huge their fan support and music has become,
and it has just released Cross Road, its first
greatest hits compilation. Featuring 14 tracks,
Cross Road is just that — it’s a time when the
band is looking back on where they've come

THE WEEKENDER

from and looking ahead to see what's in store for

an 80s band transplanted into the 90s music
scene.

At first mention of the band, most college
students squirm uncomfortably and try to change
the subject to a more current band. When one
reads the list of tracks on the album or even

better, listens to them, arevelation is in store for
them.

This album contains many of the first big
musical hits that today’s college students remember. They were loud and brash, and they
went over big, especially with young teens. A
quick listen to the album will prove that the music
hasn’t lost any of its original sound.
Strangely enough, Jon Bon Jovi’sfirstsolo hit,
“Runaway” is the final track on the album. Bon
Jovi was able to get this song airplay on a local
radio station in his home state of New Jersey and
used it as a springboard for putting a band together. He soon signed David Bryan, a close
See BON JOVL p. 7

Land of Enchantment

THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND’S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS

By Mary Reilly
Road, Cheverly, Md.) tonight at 8

p.m. Tickets are $15 adults and $10
GPB shows Jack Nicholson's
Wolf, all this weekend in Reiss 103.
Show times are at 7:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Tickets are $1 for cardholders
and $3 for people who insist on
marking their territory.

students. For more information, call
(301)227-1710.

For the young at heart, check out
the classic Disney production
American University (4400 Massachusetts Ave NW)

presents

The

Threepenny Operaby Bertolt Brecht
and Elizabeth Hauptman, with a
change of locales: from London's
seedy Soho to DC’s seedier 14th
Street during the Reagan administration. Showtimes are at 8 p.m. today and tomorrow, and Sunday at 2
p.m. Tickets are $10 general admission and $5 for students. For more
information, call 885-ARTS.
Singing troupe New Arts Six celebrates black American culture
through a capella music at the
Publick Playhouse (5445 Landover

Bedknobs and Broomsticks at the
Hirshhorn Museum (500 17th St.
NW), part of its fall film season. The
movie starts at 11 a.m. tomorrow,
and admission is free. For more information, call 357-2700.

Sunday

afternoon,

be

This Weekend’s

BEST BET
Artist Roy Lichtenstein, best
known for his pop art straight out
of Mary Worth, will have his works
on display starting tomorrow at
the National Gallery of Art(4th
St. & Constitution Ave. NW). The
exhibit, The Prints of Roy
Lichtenstein, will coincide with
films and other presentations on
the artist’s career. Admission is
free. For more information, call
737-4215.

Corcoran Gallery of Art (17th St
& New York Ave NW) for chills
Suzanne Westenhoefer, that Famous Lesbian Comedienne, will do

her thing tonight at George Washington University’s Lisner Auditorium (730 21st St NW). Tickets are
$18. For more information, call 9941500.

The word “Enchanted” could not be a
better choice of name for this group orits
new self-titled album. It is an apt description of the mystical and dreamy
music found on this debut that combines
ethereal monk chants, hip hop grooves
and angelic voices.
The music intertwines sounds from
nature (rain, birds and jungle noises),

at the

and thrills with Halloween story program Ghosties, ghoulies and
Things that go BUMP! in the
Night: Family Story Time from 3 4 p.m. Admission is free, and all are
invited to come in costume. In fact
it's recommended For more information, call 638-3211.

HOYA Staff Writer

Spooky stuff abounds in DC nightclubs this weekend. Tommorow,
catch a costume party at Fifth Column (915 F St. NW). . The event is

only open to those 18 and older. For
more information, call 393-3632.
Bring a costume.

dance rhythms and keyboard melodies
with the sweet vocals and Gregorian
chants. The album’s nine songs flow
into one another to create an ongoing
chorus of sound.
The group derives its inspiration from
many life experiences. A period of emotional hardships, including a near-fatal
accident involving a family member of
vocalistDana Nicosia, provoked
the feelings inspiring this album. Producer-arranger MoJoe Nicosia and Dana put
their feelings of hope, despair, frustration, andreaffirmation to music “to purge
their pain,” they said in a press release.
“The themes on Enchanted are universal,” said Dana Nicosia. “But it is a
spiritual rather than a religious experience. It’s taking a look at yourself and
self-deception. We think we’re alone.
However, if you look at the positive

side, there is always a light at the end of
the tunnel.”
The album certainly has an overall

feeling of optimism and lighthearted
emotion. The two tracks on the album
that feature full vocal lyrics — “Fly
Away” and “Love Vacation” — talk
about trust, relationships, love, disappointment and hardships.
The motive behind Enchanted is genuine, yet the lyrical value of these songs is
very little. Enchanted is trying to give its
audience an interesting and meaningful
look at life. Unfortunately, it is obviously an easy listening and dance-oriented release, which leaves little room

for insightful and intellectual lyrics.
Enchanted’s blend of atmosphere and
rhythmic grooves will be appreciated on
the dance floor and possibly in health
food

stores, but that is about

it. The

album just doesn’t cast a spell on its
audience. Bands such as Therb, Enigma
and Deep Forest have already perfected
what Enchanted makes a weak attempt
atdoing. And therecentrelease of chants
by the Monks of Santo Domingo de
Silos is far more compelling than the
Roman Catholic hymns by the Church
Choir of the Abbey of Mt. Angel, which
appear on Enchanted.
Basically, Enchanted sounds like a
See ENCHANTED, p. 7
1
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ENTERTAINMENT
Try A Tenor

Lend Me A Tenor continues on Saturday with a matinee performance

at 2

p.m. in Walsh Black box Theatre. Tickets are $5. For more

TE

=

TENOR, from p. 6
For those who find Lend Me A Tenor
enjoyable and are interested in meeting
its creator, Ken Ludwig will be present
following the Saturday matinee.

information call

784-8146.

Unenchanted
ENCHANTED, from p. 6
hasty attempt at creating an unusual,
ambient epic. Not surprisingly, the album was completed — including the
sampling, research, recording, and mixing — within three weeks. The blatant
flaws and careless lack of creativity in
the album are clearly a result of its
whirlwind speed of production.

Enchanted should be aware of the old
wives’ maxim, “haste makes waste.”
Although the album is peppered with
flashes of talent, the production comes
across as sloppy, as if someone were
trying too hard to turn out an album on
time. Perhaps a little more effort and a
lot more originality would have made
Enchanted not so disenchanting.

Bosstones’ New Album Very Questionable
BOSSTONES, from p. 6
falling back . . . A sad silent situation/
and now he’s not around.”
Although the message of the song is
powerful, itis hard to convey
it seriously

gr

over joyous, funked-up horns. This is
also seen on “Hell of aHat,” in which the
lyrics describe a man who's dressed
perfectly from head to toe before asking:
“So why you got to wear the gun?”
Again, one can’t help but wonder
why the band felt the need to mix such
serious issues with music that makes
you want to kick back and smile.
Other times the lyrics come off as
silly, as in “We Should Talk” with lines

as dry as “We’d be much better off, Ibet/
if we’d turn off the TV set.” This is even
worse on “Toxic Toast,” in which the

band grows nostalgic about the punk
rock days of its youth over a melodic

-—

/GY»

piano. They reminisce: “This stuff’s 10030 proof/Glue threw the TV off the roof/
The whole damn place just wasn’t stable/
Andrew trashed the coffee table . . . I
remember Toxic Toast.”
Although the Bosstones attempt to
get sentimental about its glory days of
youth, the final product comes off as
banal. Listeners can’t help but laugh out
loud.
Question the Answers falls short be-

cause the lyrics don’t mix with the music. This is a shame, because when
Barrett sings powerful lyrics like “A
million here/lay down in pain every
night” and “Been sinning/I’m spinning/
In the beginning I was winning” the
listener wishes he was hearing them ina
context more suitable to the mood.
Again, it’s hard to take these lyrics
seriously when mixed with the rollicking horn licks and fun beats of the music.

The depth of these lyrics is lost, and
instead of having an impact on the listener they simply come off as trite.
This is not to say that The Mighty
Mighty Bosstones don’t know how to
make good music; the brass section is
fantastic and the instrumental changes
are complex. The styles the band covers
throughout the album are so numerous
that it is impossible to discern any obvious musical influences.
A song can go from sounding like
Bob Marley one minute to sounding like
Metallica the next. The music that results is unusual and exciting. This just
makes the listener more disappointed
that the lyrics are so solemn. Perhaps if
the Bosstones would have as much fun
with the lyrics as they do with the music
they would have more luck.

Men's Basketball Exhibition
TicketsAre Now On Sale

Cam Robertson/The HOY A

Jersey’s Jovial Jovi
Looks To Better Days
BON JOVI, from p. 6
friend and big-time musician Richie
Sambora. He added drummer Tico Torres
who had a larger ego than Bon Jovi
could handle, but humbled himself to
play with this motley bunch of musicians, and the band finally signed bassist Alec John Such.
Over the years the group has released
five albums, one thatreached gold status
and another attaining double platinum.
After

the release

of New

Jersey,

the

band underwent aself-evaluation. Bryan
was quite sick, Sambora was busy on a
solo career and Such damaged a critical
muscle in his arm necessary for playing
bass. The end result was Jon Bon Jovi
going back to his roots, becoming more
of a basement music sensation: playing,
literally, in his basement, and practicing
for a possible future album. The result
was Keep the Faith with its hit single
“Bed of Roses.”
Finally, Bon Jovi has released Cross
Road, which is the collection of the
band’s best tracks from these previouslyreleased albums. The first track, “Livin
on a Prayer” is one of the loudest 80s
singles with a guitar introduction that
nearly sounds as if it is being sung.
Screaming lyrics are riddled throughout
the song and the sheer energy with which
it is performed is enough to power a
small city.

ca

The track is another classic Bon Jovi
tune with a mesmerizing keyboard sequence interlaced with the bold acoustic
guitar.
Jon Bon Jovi’s vocals are highlighted
the most in this song, especially in its
refrain, “I'm a cowboy/On a steel horse |
I ride/I’'m Wanted/Dead or Alive.”
The next track, “Lay Your Hands on
Me,” is a strong testimony to Bon Jovi’s
The album’s final tracks are “Prayer
percussionist. This song returns to the
’94,” “Bad Medicine,” “I’ll Be There
Kiss/Def Leppard/Poison loud and tough
For You” and “In And Out of Love.”
style of music with little point, but a Bon Jovi’s Cross Road is cacophonous
great sound nonetheless.
at best. The individual songs bring back
No one is likely to ever forget “You
many memories but when “You Give
Give Love a Bad Name.” The sheer Love a Bad Name” ends, the last thing
wailing of the electric guitar and Bon any listener wants to hear is the sappy
Jovi’s crooning result in quite possibly ballad “Bed of Roses.”
The band is clearly at a crossroads in
one of the loudest songs to survive the
its career (as the album title suggests),
"80s.
“Bed of Roses” is an interesting bal- but it may well be time to call it quits.
lad from Bon Jovi’s near-solo album Bon Jovi’s best music is behind them,
and to attempt any new album with this
Keep the Faith. The chorus is quite
same character would be futile.
memorable, but the material of the song
itselfis, at best, asugar-coated love song
This isn’t to say that a solo career for
from an otherwise-tough group of musi- some of the band’s members wouldn’t
cians.
be a smart move. Instead, this album
Anyone who saw the classic modern represents the best of Bon Jovi and makes
western Young Guns II will remember a great listen for anyone seeking a disc
the movie’s hitsoundtrack and lead song,

tracks,

“Blaze of Glory.” Written by Bon Jovi
himself in another period of transition
for the band. this song has a great sound
to it that was quite a break from tradition. He had gone from being a rebel-

“Keep The Faith,” “Someday I'll be
Saturday Night” and “Always,” the listener arrives at “Wanted Dead or Alive.”

surprisingly enough, Jon Bon Jovi fills
the role well.

After

three less-memorable

full of classic music from the ’ 80s.
The album is not meant to be a return
to the age of ‘Glam-Rock,’ nor is it a
plug for what lies ahead for the band.
Instead, it’s a reminder of the music we
grew up with and the fact that, as the
arrival of this album proves, good songs
only get better with age.

lious hard rocker to a lone cowboy, and

Halloween Fun N’ Games

t

ich
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Both Games will be played in
McDonough Arena and all seats
are general admission! Tickets
may be purchased at the
McDonough Arena Box Office
Monday-Friday 1:00-5:30 p.m.

Although student season tickets
are not yet ready to be picked up,
students who have purchased
their season tickets may pick their exhibition tickets up at the

|

Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and
thou shall be saved. and thy house.
—Acts 16:31

McDonough Arena Box Office.

Adults $8.°° « Students (with valid GU ID) $5.
Children (under 12) $2.°°

FRIDAY NIGHTS

This event usually sells out, so it’s a
good idea to arrive early.
But the fun doesn’t end there.
Immediately afterward is the senior
Halloween bash at The Basement. The

SPOOKY STUFF, from p. 6

EDUCATION
FOR THE
REAL WORLD

and a good set of lungs.
GPB’s Halloweek screams on into
Monday night with a bona-fide Hoya
tradition: a screening of GU alum
William Peter Blatty's The Exorcist in
Gaston Hall. The movie gives students
a chance to cheer at various inanimate
Georgetown landmarks and truly
appreciate just how creepy Gaston
Hall can get.
In keeping with the spirit, GPB is
offering free admission to anyone
wearing a costume. For eveyone else.
the usual ticket prices apply: $1 for
cardholders and teveryone else for $3.

cover, $2 with a costume, $3 without,

admits the unwitting participant into
an unholy realm of dollar drafts and
door prizes, along with a costume
contest. This event could very well
result in more head spinning than The
Exorcist.
And for those who absolutely must
seek fun elsewhere, have no fear, for
Washington and Georgetown bustles
with creepy, crawly nightlife. Most
notably, death metal rockers
Megadeth invite the public on
Halloween night to the Hard Rock

LLL
TRAVEL

Cafe (999 E St NW) for a sneak

preview of its newest album.
Youthanasia. The evening's festivities
also include a costume contest. with

prizes for Most Ghoulish, Most
Outlandish and Most Original Rock
N" Roll costumes. Best of all. it’s free.
Doors open at 10 p.m.
In the past, Halloween has had its
own technical difficulties, whether it
be bad weather or revelers on M
Street. This year unfortunately,
Halloween falls on a Monday in the
middle of midterm season. Still, those
who make the effort to suit up and get
in the spirit will be rewarded. Halloween in Georgetown is an event not to
be missed by anyone alive, dead or
undead.

Graduate degree programs
(MA, Ph.D) in International

Affairs with an emphasis

ARE LOBSTER NIGHTS
Every Friday evening enjoy a 1 1/4 pound lobster
with baked potato, corn and cole slaw for just $10.95

AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES
Busch draft beer - just $.99 a mug, $4.95 pitcher.

on contemporary policyrelevant issues.

Area and
Functional Fields:
Q Interamerican Studies
(including U.S.-Latin
American Relations)
Q European Studies
Q Post-Soviet Studies
Q
Q
Q
Q

International Business
International Economics
International Health Policy
International Relations
Theory
Q International Security and
Conflict
Q Foreign Policy Analysis

Apply by February 1
for assistantships and other
financial aid.

North-South Center

il

1226 36th Street NW
202/337-6668
Serving the Georgetown community since 1962.

OFM

Students who are interested
in Interamerican issues are
particularly encouraged to
apply for North-South Center
Graduate Assistantships.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Admissions, Room #316
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305) 284-4173
UNIVERSITY OF

Tax not included

Some restrictions apply

Sul

0 Comparative Development

JUNITV-ERSLITY

—.

Prices are roundtrip.

GEOR

STA TRAVEL
We've been there.

2401

PENNSYLVANIA

WasHINGTON

D.C.

AVE,

GETOYN

MONDAYS
NFL STADIUM NIGHTS
FREE PEANUTS $1 DOGS
15° BUD/BUD LIGHT PINTS

G

20037

202-887-0912

3003

M Street,

N.W. Georgetown

333-1033

When you’re stuck writing your
next paper you need...
The Bard’s Notebook.™
It’s the complete, step-by-step, tutorial guide from
topic selection to proof checking your work complete
with examples. It shows exactly how to write better
papers and teaches you the basic skills faster.
It’s like having your professor there to help you write.

TO ORDER CALL 1-800-866-6464 NOW. DON'T WAIT.
BARD'S NOTEBOOK costs only $49.95
plus $5.95 shipping and handling. Mastercard, Visa,
Discovercard accepted. Windows PC or Macintosh
version available. Allow

10 days delivery. Or mail

checks to P.O. Box 475, Church Hill, MD 21690.
Allow 3 weeks for delivery.

The Bard’s Notebook™
Your writing tutor any time you need it!
Bard's Notebook is a registered trademark of The Bard Company. 1994.
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We invite
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all Georgetown University Seniors
to get to know our people
and career opportunities

INVESTMENT BANKING
PRESENTATION
Tuesday, November 1, 1994
at 7:00 p.m.
ICC Auditorium

Salomon Brothers

MEN'S BASKETBALL
The Gift That
.
Lasts A Lifetime
a

y HERFF JONES

&

ORIN

STUDENT SEASON TICKETS FOR

ON SALE
NOW!
TIME IS RUNNING
our!
GET YOUR

SEASON
TODAY!

TICKETS

Join the many who have signed up to
cheer the Hoyas to the top!* Come by
the Sports Promotion

office on the sec-

ond floor of McDonough Arena and sign
up for yours today. The deadline for
purchasing student season tickets is
November

4, 1994 so don't delay.

GET Yours

TobpAY!

*Although student season
tickets are not yet ready to be picked up,
students who have purchased their season
tickets may pick up their exhibition
tickets at the McDonough Arena Box
Office, Monday-Friday 1:00-5:30 p.m.

7:30 and 10 p.m. GPB sponsors
“Wolf” in Reiss 103. $1 with GPB

card, $3 without card.
8 p.m. HipHop and Acid Jazz with
Beat Sugar at The Basement.

ments.

the bottom

12-2
p.m.
JSA
sponsors
speaker lunch with Samuel Dash,
professor of law and chief counsel and staff director for the Senate Watergate Committee at the

of

JSA

9 p.m.-1 a.m. SCC sponsors a costume party at The Basement. $2 with

2 p.m. Georgetown Polo Club
participates in the 3rd annual
Shield’s Cup game against Yale at

house.

costume, $3 without costume.

8 p.m. Philodemic Debate Society
meets in ICC 462. The resolution

9-11 p.m. GU Astronomy Club
holds open hours at the observatory,
next to Yates. Viewing will include
Saturn and the pleiades.

solved: That free will is an illusion.
All students are invited. Business
attirerequested. Contact PaulZamora
at 333-8523 for more information.

11 p.m, 12 am., 1 am. APO’s van
escort leaves from the bottom of
Lauinger stairs.

holds open hours at the observatory,

which

9-11

7:30 and 10 p.m. GPB sponsors
“Wolf” in Reiss 103. $1 with GPB
card, $3 without card.
11 p.m.-3 am. DJ and dancing at
The Basement. All ages welcome.

1:15 p.m. Islamic Prayers in the
Village A Community Room.

9-11 p.m. GU Astronomy Club

6:30 p.m. Traditional and Reform

holds open hours at the observa-

Shabbat Services atthe JSA House at
1314 36th Street, NW.

7 p.m.

12-1

A

p.m. Paul Farmer,

Christian

medical

meets in Walsh 495. For more
information call Chris at 7847001. All are welcome.

doctor and Haitian expert, will speak
7:30 p.m. Shabbat Dinner. For
reservations call Maryla Korn,
program director, at 687-4383.

on his experiences in Haiti in ICC
462. Thetopic will be“ After the Landing; Continuity and Change in US/
Haitian Relations.”

12 p.m. Come witness the “Funky
Birth of Swing” performed by Georgetown Jazz in Red Square.
3 p.m. Worship in the Gospel Tradition in Leavey Program Room.
6 p.m. The Sophomore Class Com-

7 p.m. Hoyas for Choice will be
holding clinic defense training in

7:30 and 10 p.m. GPB sponsors
“Wolf” in Reiss 103. $1 with GPB
card, $3 without card.

\.
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P/T SAT & SUN 8:00AM-4:00PM.
Front Desk. Inmediate opening.
Ideal

Candidate

must

iss
on.ion. CallCal 1-80025% Commommissi

Earn
be

de-

pendable and have a professional demeanor for this luxurious
Pentagon City Hi-Rise Apartment.

GENERAL TUTOR NEEDED for bright
;
high

school

sophomore.

Chemis-

fry, Algebra 2, European History from
Renaissance on, and English Critiqgue/Composition with Spanish AP
a plus. Excellent references re-

|

quired. Can meet in our Bethesda

FOR RENT

HOUSE FOR RENT (Faculty Member

organizations fo Promote SPRING

in GU Library. Telephone 301<986-

NATIONAL PARK JOBS Over 25,000

(including

9303.

hotel staff,

|

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK- Nassau/Paradise

campusin Med Center. $7.25hr.,
fast, accurate WordPerfect, com-

TRAVEL FREE TO CANCUN, Nassau,
Jamaica & South Padre Island.

MASSAGE THERAPY 25% STUDENT
DISCOUNT: NearFoggy Bottom/GW

able, available 11a.m. to 2 p.m.
| or longer. at least two days per

tions. Organize asmall group of 15
Gs a college rep. Call 1-800-4-SUN-

Take time for yourself - feel better.
than ever! Days/Evenings/Week-

WANTED! America’s fastest grow-

3938.

Ng Spring Break company seeking
individuals fo promotespringbreak
to Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida. South Padre. FantasticFree
Travel/Commissions! SUNSPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426-7710.
——

CHRISTMAS CASH? Used
Air Jordans
‘95-91 ed and late ‘70s to early '80s
Nike running shoes, up to $200. 1800-873-3538 ext. 3.

1-206-545-4804 ext,

ASSISTANT

NEEDED

on

puter literate, dependable, reli-

| week. Call Mrs. McDaniel, 6874909. Leave message afters p.m.

DOCTOR WANTED Area businessman with administrative background and spectacular medicalmanagementsoftware seeks
doctor/intem with big ideas. Office (703) 406-4165, Fax (703) 430| | 3387.

HOTEL - Valet parkers wanted for

downtown hotel. Must have
clean records, ability to drive 5| speed, and have great people
| skills. Great student job, flexible
| hours. PT/FT.FORMOREINFOCALL

|

Walk to Ballston Metro. Rent negotiable. Call 703-522-2370.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
ADOPTION- Loving childless couple

STUDENT

|

only): 1 Jan-May. Furnished house

in Arlington. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.

Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$299. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties

tions. Call:
| I Ns301.
0
|

1778. (301) 294-4384
:
:

home afterschool oronweekends

ope Jang etc.) 29 Mone + bonuses! Apply now for best posi-

| |

DISCOUNT USED FURNITURE: Household and Office furniture from A to
Z. Phone orders, delivery. (301) 699-

IndividualsandStudent

| openings!

|

SALE

Call 703-415-3600.

and FREE TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS. 1-800-327-6013.

|

FOR

WANTED

BREAK 95. Eamsubstantial MONEY

and Morel Organize small group- wishing to adopt an infant. Willing
earn FREE trip plus commissions! to paylegalandmedical expenses.
Call 1-800-822-0321.
Mary/Patrick. 1-800-807-BABY.

SPring break withSunBoundVacaBOUND for details.

. SPRING

BREAK

95: America’s

#1

SPring Break Company! Cancun,

Metro. Women andmen welcome.

ends. GREAT GIFT IDEA! (202) 862-

TUTORING. All subjects/levels. Call
24 hrs. Office hrs 9-12 M-F. (301)
¢56-0977. TutorNet.

Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 fiends and TRAVELFREE!
Eamhighest commissions! (800)32TRAVEL.

SPIRITUAL ADVISOR Help unblock
internal confusion. Help answerlife's
uncertainties. Come be surprised.
Come be amazed. Come spenda
few moments with Mrs. White, Key

(202) 639-0796 or apply in person
ot 775 1210 St. NW iv the ‘vale

FLY COURIER

Bridge Psychic. 3324 M Street, NW.
202-338-2955.

:
ofice.J2ihoh bet, ©

rope, Asia, So. America, Mexico, &
more! Ireland & Europe cheap

4).

MULTIMEDIA CD-ROM COMPANY
seeks campus representative

promoterforhotnewskiCD-ROM.

& SAVE

BIG $$$!

Eu-

BARTENDING-

Good

fimes, good

charters tool Super cheap stand- pay. flexible hours. 1.2 weekclasses.
ys - LA/SF/CHIl Call Now Voy- Placement Assistance. On Metro.

ager (212) 431-1616.

(*)

Have breakfast for once.
If you're lucky, all the prizes won't be taken from
the cereal boxes.

Workout before class.
You and the swimmers will have the gym all
to yourselves.

Get to a seminar extra early.
Claim that prime seat where the professor can't

see you doodling.
Hit the snooze six times.
Only get up when you hear a song you really,
really like.

WE’RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call 1-800-CITIBANK.

Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT

(REMEMBER, DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME STARTS SUNDAY.)

Fellowship

7:30 p.m. The Gracenotes and
the Phantoms sponsor the DC
ACappella Festival in Gaston
Hall. Tickets are $5 for students,
$7 general admission.

Wednesday, November 2

11 a.m. Protestant morning worship and communion in the Leavey
Program Room.

WHAT TO DO IF YOU FORGET
TO SET YOUR CLOCK BACK:

in Leavey Center.

11 p.m. 12 am., 1 am. APO’s van
escort leaves from the bottom of
Lauinger stairs.

Masses at Dahlgren Chapel: 9a.m.,
11 am., 12:30 p.m., 5S p.m., 7 p.m.,
8:30 p.m, 10 p.m., and 11:15 p.m.

Club

8 a.m.-8 p.m. Spring Break in
Appalachia sponsors its Sixth
Annual Appalachian Craft Fair

tory, next to Yates. Viewing this
week will include Saturn and the
pleiades.

Sunday, October 30

Astronomy

Friday, November 4

7:30 p.m. The Junior Class
Committee meets in the Leavey
Center Club Room. All are encouraged to attend.
For more
information, call Ryan Kluft at
337-4290.

Creek Parkway and the tidal basin).

p.m. GU

11pm, 12am. 1am. APO’s van
escort leaves from the bottom of
Lauinger stairs.

7 p.m. Photo Club presents
Suzanne D. Lee, photographer,
in ICC 103 for a slide presentation and lecture. Call Patricia at
784-8692 for details.

West Potomac Park (between Rock

will be debated will be Re-

next to Yates. Viewing will include
Saturn and the pleiades.

Tuesday, November 1

1:15 p.m. SCC presents Georgetown polo vs. Yale. Shuttle will
leave from Healy Gates. Bring your
own food and drink.

Lenny

from

Monday, October 31

Saturday, October 29

i SRI

Leaves

Lauinger stairs.

(703) 841-9700.

fo]

7:30 p.m. Shabbat Dinner. For
reservations call Maryla Korn,
program director, at 687-4383.

)

Thursday, November 3

sn

7:30 p.m. The Gracenotes and
the Phantoms sponsor the DC
ACappella Festival in Gaston
Hall. Tickets are on sale in
Leavey. $5 for students, $7 general admission.

© 1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A.

11 p.m., 12 a.m., 1 a.m. Alpha Phi

Omega’s Van Escort offers a safe,
free ride home to off-campus apart-

mm

at 784-

a sn i 4

Chris

ve ee ee es ea a

call

All are welcome.

et se es en. sme

7001.

Lauinger stairs.

PT To tm uh fmt ae

information

11pm. 12a.m., 1 am. APO’s van
escort leaves from the bottom of

10 p.m. SCC sponsors Senior Mass
in Dahlgren Chapel.

ae ee

7 p.m. Christian Fellowship
meets in Walsh 495. For more

7:30 and 10 p.m. GPB sponsors
“Wolf” in Reiss 103. $1 with GPB
card, $3 without card.

or

6:30 p.m. Traditional and Reform
Shabbat Services atthe JSA House at
1314 36th Street, NW.

or

1:15 p.m. Islamic Prayers in the
Village A Community Room.

WGR 201B. Call Danielle Drissel
with questions.
9-11p.m. GU Astronomy Club
holds open hours at the observatory,
next to Yates. Viewing will include
Saturn and the pleiades.

mittee meets in Leavey 338. Support
the Class of "97 by coming out to the
meeting.

or

Friday, October 28
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Men's Soccer

McKnight Leads GU Past Towson
By John Keenan
HOYA Staff Writer
The Georgetown men’s soccer team
fine-tuned its offense Wednesday
against Towson State, as its offensive
troika of senior Tim Keegan and juniors
Ben McKnight and Raul Ferrer once
againled
the team’s scoring attack. Georgetown tallied three goals en route to a
3-Ovictory, extending its winning streak
to seven.
McKnight tied the team record for
career goals, scoring a pair and pacing
the Hoyas to victory. He has 31 career
goals.
McKnight’s first goal came 15 minutes into the contest as he took a pass
from Ferrer inside the box. His shot hit a
defender and went in for the score.
The Hoyas played a lackluster first
half, but thoughts of the near loss to
American University last week led the
Hoyas back in the second half.

“We came out big in the second half,
a fantastic second half and scored two
goals,” said Head Coach Keith
Tabatznik. “The first half we weren’t as
sharp. Since we squeezed by AU, we've
learned not to look ahead.”
Six minutes into the second half,
Keegan took a shot from 20 feet out on
the left side, scoring an unassisted goal.
McKnight then tied the team goal-scoring record, taking a ball from sophomore Gil Ascunce and nudging the ball
by the goalie at the 65:18 mark.
Tabatznik said he was looking forward to McKnight’s next goal. “The
next one on Saturday that will break the
record will make me happy,” Tabatznik
said.
The Hoyas outshot Towson State, 145. Senior goalie Phil Wellington turned
away three shots, posting his fifth shutout of the year.
The Hoyas led on corner kicks 4-1.
The win added to the team record for

victories in a season.
Although the Hoyas won both of their
games last week, their ranking dropped
from 23rd to 25th due to the close game
against American. However, Tabatznik
said he wasn’t worried.
“I’m not concerned about the ranking. I'm only concerned about what we
can control,” Tabatznik said.
The St. John’s Red Storm, including
this week’s Big East Player of the Week
Ben Hickey, rolls into town this weekend forthe biggestmen’s soccer game in
Georgetown history, as the Hoyas go for
their firstregular season Big East Championship. (See related article below.)
Tabatznik said the Hoyas and the Red
Storm share many similarities. “There
are lots of similarities between us. They
are very experienced and they have a
potent attack. They’ve been here a few
times. It will be a very, very big game,”
Tabatznik said.

]

The Battle for the Big East: A Preview
By Mike James
HOYA Staff Writer
Saturday’s upcoming men’s soccer
game against St. John’s has all the makings of aclassic. The 25th-ranked Hoyas
are in second place in the Big East with
a 6-1 record and have set team records
for wins in both conference play and
overall, where the team is 14-2 after
defeating Towson State 3-0 Wednesday.
The 11th-ranked Red Storm, meanwhile, have compiled a 6-0-1 Big East
record, 11-3-2 overall, and are the only

Sean Redmond/The HOYA

Junior forward Ben McKnight’s two goals and assist Tuesday propelled GU to a 3-0 win against Towson State.

team standing between the Hoyas and
their first Big East title.
St. John’s has traditionally been the
team to beat in the Big East, having won
the past two Big East tournaments as
well as the past two Big East regular
season championships. The Red Storm
have also put together a 23-game Big
East winning streak.
St. John’s returned its four leading
scorers fromlastyear’sundefeated squad

and placed six players on the league’s

pre-season All-Star team. The Red
Storm’s formidable roster is headed by
senior Huey Ferguson, who is the twotime Big East Player of the Year.
Ferguson, with seven goals and five
assists, is second on the Red Storm in
scoring this year to sophomore Ben
Hickey, who has tallied six goals and 10
assists. St. John’s also boasts the twotime returning Big East Tournament
MVP in senior Carlton Carter.
On the defensive end, the Red Storm
have last year’s Big East Defensive
Player of the Year in senior Paul
Edwards, as well as. the league’s top
statistical goalie in freshman Kris
DaCosta, who sports 20.75 goals-against
average and five shutouts.
St. John’s recently moved ahead of

Georgetown in the Big East, winning

two conference games last week. The
Red Storm drubbed Seton Hall 4-1 and
after playing 90 scoreless minutes
against Pittsburgh, St. John’s erupted

for three goals in the ensuing overtime to
capture a 3-0 victory.
All the Red Storm’s losses this season
have come to ranked teams: No. 12
Virginia,No.4 UCLA and No. 20 Florida
International.
Traditionally, the Hoyas have not fared
well against the Red Storm, going 2-7-1
against St. John’s in the past. But last
year’s contest ended in a 1-1 tie in Jamaica, N.Y.
Junior Raul Ferrer scored the Hoyas’
lone goal against the Redmen last year
with just over a minute to play, while
senior Phil Wellington made 11 saves in
goal to preserve the tie.
The Hoyas definitely have a shot at
defeating the Red Storm this year. With
the Big East regular season title up for
grabs, the Hoyas need no more motivation. Georgetown also enjoys a home
field advantage, and the din of pots and
spoons should provic: a deafening backdrop to a tightly-played, high-stakes
“Brawl for it All”.
\

BRIAN FRANEY

The Big East men’s soccer regular
season ended last Saturday. When
Georgetown shut out Syracuse and St.
John’s gave Pittsburgh the same treatment, they set up the Super Bowl of
soccer. The Hoyas and the Red Storm
will collide on Harbin field tomorrow
in the ultimate game with the utmost
stakes: the Big East Championship.
St. John’s enters the game with a

To say the Hoya squad feels
slighted is anunderstatement. These
players thrive on proving their critics wrong, and tomorrow’s game will
be another opportunity to do just that.
Theteam’s schedule beganinearly
September with a game against Duke,
but its mission had begun many
months earlier. The players had be-

11-3-2 record, including a 6-0-1 Big

and continued to do so throughout
the preseason, beginning each practice with a Duke-related chant.
When the trip to North Carolina
finally rolled around and the Hoyas
emerged victorious, the only people
not shocked by the result was the
team itself. The victory was a reminder of something the players had
been saying all along: this team can
play with anyone in the nation. And
not just play with great teams, but

East mark. It comes in riding a 23game conference unbeaten streak and
gunning for its fourth consecutive title.
Georgetown hits the field at 14-2
and 6-1 in league play. A win for the
Hoyas over the 11th-ranked Red
Storm will secure the first Big East
soccer crown in our school’s history. Although the lure of the Big
East Championship is undeniable,
the main motive for a Hoya victory
is clear: national respect.
Last year’s Georgetown team finished second in the Big East with a
4-2-2 mark. Although it lost only
two players and star Tim Keegan
returned after a season off because
of injury, this year’s squad was
picked to finish fourth, an
unfathomable prediction. Just this
week, the team actually dropped from
23rd to 25th in the national polls
despite winning its two games.

gun pointing to that contest
last spring

play well enough to beat them.

In their minds, the real upset occurred the following day, when the
Hoyas were defeated by N.C. State
despite outplaying the Wolfpack.
Tomorrow’s game will mark the
final home Big East contest for a
stellar group of seniors, the lastride into
battle for the “Magnificent Seven.”
Keegan heads this group. After
sitting out last season with a knee
injury, he returned this year to be-

‘Bring a Pot. Bring a Spoon. Or Just Come as You Are’
come Georgetown’s all-time leading
scorer. Onthefield, heis thedirector, as

dangerous with his passing as his scoring. Opponents are forced to key onthe
Hoya captain, opening things up forthe
rest of the attack. Georgetown isnotthe
last stop for his incredible career, as he
will play professionally in Poland after
graduation.
Chris Jones is the leader of the
defensive corp. He is the first player
any fan will take notice of as his
huge strides allow him to seemingly
eat up the field and take control of
the game both offensively and defensively. Teamed with sophomore
Brandon Lieb, they provide the Hoyas with the two best marking backs
in the Big East.
Phil Wellington has been a brick
wall in goal all year for the Hoyas.
The immense confidence his teammates have in him allows them to play
their attacking style. A model of consistency,

Wellington

could

be the

country’s most underrated keeper. He
not only makes big saves, but also simply doesnot allow easy shots to slip by.
Chris Ashby’s most valuable asset is
his intensity, as he always keeps the
team focused. Unmatched in his hustle
up and down the field, he has made

tremendous improvements in his offensive game during his career.

Mike Newman brings an explosive element to the Hoya attack.
Probably the best dribbler on the
team, Newman has the ability to
burst free from defenders and make
something happen any time he
touches the ball.
Scott Meares is the leader of the
Hoyas’ second teamin practice, guiding and pushing the younger players. Upon entering a game, Meares
is all over the field, always trying to
create something.
Dave Stapleton is between a rock
and a hard place as Wellington's
back-up. Hereceives very little playing time, but instead of sulking, he
shines in his position. Respected by
his teammates as the team’s most
dedicated member, Stapleton puts in
countless extra hours after practice,
motivating others with his example.
The major scoring force on the
squad is the dynamic duo of junior
forwards Ben

McKnight

and Raul

Ferrer. Together with Keegan, they
comprise the highest-scoring trio in the
Big East, and make up one of the most
dangerous attacks in the nation.
Ferrer’s shot has near-perfect accuracy, and many of his goals simply leave defenders shaking their
heads. Tied for the conference scoring title a year ago, Ferrer has added

precision passing to his repertoire,
registering nine assists this season.
McKnight, the conference’s most
consistent goal scorer, sits atop the
scoring chart. By the time his career
is over, he will not only have broken
Keegan’s scoring record, but he will
also have shattered it and made it
untenable. He leads on the field with
his words and his play, proving each

contest why he is among the elite
players in the conference.
Since Keegan's arrival five years
ago, Head Coach Keith Tabatznik
has transformed Georgetown soccer
from a program with mismatching

uniforms and sweatsuits to a power
with a national sponsor. Keegan's
freshman games on crabgrass led to
senior games on a great facility. Georgetown soccer has come a long way.
An aberration will occur tomorrow: a

Big East Championship will be decided on our campus. This is exactly
how the players would have chosen it;
- they are masters of their own destiny.
The Hoyas wanted a changing of
the guard in Big East soccer. The
team wanted the Red Storm to arrive
undefeated, and it has. The Hoyas’
desire was to prove that they're the
best by beating the best. They wanted
to win the Big East Championship
by defeating St. John’s head-to-head,

and they now have that opportunity.
This team feeds off its fans. Nothing gets it going like a huge crowd.
It’s nearly impossible for the team to
come out flat when it sees so many
people supporting it. The team’s fan
support is a big reason why it’s
undefeated at home. Opponents are
at ahuge disadvantage playing in front
of the raucous crowds at Harbin.
Look at the results: 1,200 fans saw
a 3-1 win over UConn and 2,758
people saw a 4-0 victory over Syracuse. It seems to go this way: the
bigger the game, the bigger the
crowd, the bigger the Georgetown
victory. There’s no reason for this

trend to stop now; not in the biggest
game of the year.
Ican’tsay it any simpler than this:
Get to this game. This is the most
exciting team on campus right now,
bar none. Ithas setnew school records
in both conference and overall victories, outscoring its opponents 51-16.
Students

have the chance

to see

history made: a Big East soccer
Championship for Georgetown.
Bring

a pot. Bring a spoon. Bring

your roommate. Paint your face.
Paint your roommate. Or just come
as you are. The bandwagon

leaves

tomorrow at 2 p.m. Hop on, sit back
and get ready for a wild ride.

Women’s Soccer

Navy Knocks Off Georgetown, 3-1
By Karim Sawabini
HOYA Staff Writer
Navy snapped the Georgetown
women’s soccer team’s two-game winning streak Saturday afternoon in Annapolis, Md. The 3-1 loss dropped the
Hoyas’ record to 8-7 overall.
Georgetown came out strong in the
beginning of the game, but then faltered,
as its aggresive play and intensity declined.
“The first 15 minutes we played well,
we controlled the game,” said Head
Coach Leonel Popol. “From the 15th to
the 70th minute I don’t know where we
were.”
Navy took charge of the game soon
afterwards, scoring at the 25:23 mark of
the first half. The Hoyas held off Navy

its second goal with 40 seconds left for
a 2-0 halftime lead.
“Emotionally, getting scored [upon]
in the last minute of the first period took
the team down,” Popol said.
The Hoyas were unable to cut the
Navy lead down in the second period.
Instead, Navy increased its lead to three
goals at the 72:58 mark of the second
half.
Georgetown returned the favor less
than three minutes later at the 76:31
mark when sophomore Erin Donovan
netted a goal off a pass from freshman

Christina Bruner.
“Basically,” Popol said, “for 30 minutes we played intense, the other twothirds of the game we did not. We let
Navy control the game; dictate the pace.”
The Hoyas were outshot 16-12 while

but were

trailing in corner kicks 6-3. Sophomore

unable to shut out the Midshipmen for
the remainder of the half. Navy tallied

goalie Elizabeth Feeney tallied seven
saves for the Hoyas.

for the ensuing

20 minutes,

The women’s soccer team has been
marred with inconsistency this season,
with alternating streaks of three wins,
three losses,

three wins,

three losses,

two wins and now one loss.
“I have two teams,” Popol said. “One
- that can play outstanding at times when
they want, and the other which doesn’t
show up. It’s this pattern that we have to
break.”
“We are not a super team yet,” he
added. “We are just growing. This was a
good

lesson.

After

[our]

outstanding

game on Saturday [against St. Francis]
and our incredible intensity, all we
needed to do [against Navy] was play
like that with the same attitude.”
Georgetown visits Bucknell Sunday
at 3:30 p.m. According to Popol,
Bucknell is at about the same level of
talent as Navy, although Navy beat them
earlier this season 2-1.
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Senior Jennifer Rae Sullivan will try to help the Hoyas avenge their 3-1 loss to Navy with a win at Bucknell Sunday.

[gr —

GU vs. St. John’s —

